2001 pontiac bonneville power window problems

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. All windows except drivers stopped working, all door locks
except drivers stopped working. Car was stored for part of winter. I put in a new battery and
now I have no climate control. Drivers side is hot, pass is cold. Pass heated seat does not work
at all. Sun roof just broke! Wtf why no recall. I have owned 4 Pontiac and now im paying
thousands to fix the piece of?! You try to drive this piece of?! Im a Pontiac fan, but ill never buy
another one if you cant try and fix this?! I am embarrassed to drive this car. It looks better than
most B-mirs but I have to tell all my friends that I have no door locks, no air, no windows or
anything. Nothing like sitting inside a degree leather bound flagship sweating your?! Im
seriously looking to spend some of my money to promote a campaign to do nothing but talk?!
Get on line for a minute and see how many Bonneville owners are really having a hard time with
the issues I have listed above! On my Bonneville 3 of my 4 windows have dropped at different
times and now need service so I can take the tape off of them. I have seen more than a
numerous amount of complaints about this problem online and seen a frequent number of
Bonneville with tape on them in my town. First incident rear passenger side occurred, and I
taped up window pending repairs. Tape came loose, and window fell down again during
rainstorm. I was alone in car, and had to try to find location on highway to attempt to get
window back up. Safety issue with being on shoulder of highway during torrential rainfall.
Window is still taped because once the second window fell, cost became too prohibitive to fix at
this time. Second incident rear driver side occurred approximately weeks after first incident.
Granddaughters were in rear seat, window locks were on because 1st window had already fallen
, granddaughter gave small scream of fright when window fell, surprising my husband driver ,
causing him to jerk wheel in traffic because her scream caught him off-guard and he didn't
know what had happened. Second window is still taped. Safety issues with children in rear seat
and window down, with no way of putting it back up at that time; plus, the unexpected fright to
driver. Search CarComplaints. Dex-Cool lawsuit intake gasket leak engine complaint electrical
issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint defect Bonneville recall. Rear window
regulators have both failed, allowing the rear windows to drop and cannot be raised. Both
passenger and driver side regulators have failed. This is a well know both by owners and by GM
problem on Pontiac Bonneville. This is a safety issue, since the rear windows do not raise, they
pose a risk to passengers in the rear especially children , who can be hit by debris entering the
windows, cold air in the winter, or children putting arms or head out and being injured. My
major complaint now is I have a Bonneville with a little over 24, miles on it. The hood is rusting
from the inside out and has blistered up the original factory paint on the leading edge. The
dealer is talking about repair with no guarantees. Since the problem is obviously an inherent
defect with either the steel or the preparation I fear it will continue to happen. Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. Maybe one of you car guys can help me isolate this
problem. Also the side mirror adjust works for the driver, but when flipped to R it fails to adjust
the passenger side mirror. Question: Is there a component of some type which would be
common to all of these problems? Any suggestions? Not necessarily. Presumably locks could
be the same. The ends of the broken wire might touch momentarily and activate the window for
a split second. Almost always the insulation will at least be cracked. Getting the wiring sheath
loose can be difficult. One end is anchored somehow on the body, the other end inside the
door. Usually the body end is most accessible. The alternative is to slit the sheath, but taping it
back together is tricky and not as reliable as having an uncut sheath. I thought that the lock
button just disabled the other window buttons. Depends on the design. Spice S where the input
from the drivers door module to the other door modules connects. It is one of those cheap ass
splice that should be outlawed. Moisture gets in it and corrodes. Cut back the wires till you get
the good stuff and redo it the right way. Splice S can be found under the carpet about six inches
before where the wires go up to the drivers seat. It is in a plastic wrap and tape. I believe the
wires for the window are brown and white. If so, gently pry it off with a butterknife it is wider and
thinner than a screwdriver; and lift the control out of the door. Make sure all the electrical plugs
are secure on the control; your problem may just be a loose plug. If you are tired of virus you
can install linux ubuntu and install general software like office, nero, adobe reader and so on.
Actually the wires were brown and tan on mine. You were right on the money with this one.
Took me awhile to find it, but there it was. I put the proper splice on it and the windows and
everything else took right off! I would have never figured this one out by myself. I just got done
fixing this exact problem on my pontiac bonneville! Thank you guys! I took out my drivers seat
and poked around for a bit till i found the splice. However the wires in my car were light brown
with a white stripe both of them. I would have never thought to look under there you guys are a

lifesaver! So is your car a Pontiac Bonneville? If so read the thread above. If not, how about
throwing us a bone here and give us a year, make, model, and exactly what the symptoms are. I
left my crystal ball at work. New Member here! I just had to join to keep this thread alive! I have
lived with this power window issue for several years. After some research I discovered this
thread. It gave me enough information to search a little deeper. Today I went and tackled this
problem without much trouble at all. Took a little time to identify the splice, but I did. Just like
mentioned above. Everything on that side is working fine now! It is quite wet under my carpet.
This damn car has leaked since the day I got it used in This car has also developed an issue
blowing cool air. This has correct the problem with the front passenger window and the remote
mirror on the passenger side. The rear windows still do not workâ€¦any other good advise on
how to fix? The problem was the only power window, door lock, and mirror that were working
was on the drivers door. After removing the drivers seatand lifting the carpet I located the splice
approximately 6" from were the seat air bag sensors go through the carpet closer to the drivers
side. It appeared that the tape that was used from the factory in the splice was corrosive and
corroded the splice on the beige with brown stripe wires. You can see where all 4 meet. I
extended them and spliced them together and everything is good to go. Great find. I would have
been days trying to locate the splice. I too have had long standing leak and now the chickens
have come home to roost. I have no door locks, mirrors or windows anywhere. It has been
intermitent, but now the drivers window is stuck half way down. Last time it came up a bit, kind
of stuttering, then froze. Also noticed a couple relays in the rear electrical center were warmer
than the others. So I likely have a short. Hopefully the relays are all OK. I think I have felt the
splice about inches behind where 2 wrapped wires go up into the drivers seat. But I do not know
how to remove the carpet. Does the drivers seat and the rails have to come out? My seat is
electrical. Any insight welcome! This is a great thread! Just a thought. Could that master switch
be bad? Did as you said with no luckâ€¦. I had this problem where only the drivers door power
equipment works. Thanks to this thread!! Where exactly is the slice located? Do you have to
remove the seat? Drivers side rear window falls down. I push up. This is never ending. Now,
both rear windows fall down. Rear windows fall down. It is never ending. No wonder GM was
going under a few years ago. Plastic gears running a metal cord for car windows an
always-frequently-used-throughout-automotive-history item? I have two other older complaints
to post about this car 2 transmissions plus an intake manifold replacement. Funny thing, I did
my research before buying a Bonneville. The biggest complaint was the cup holders or lack
thereof! I know they want consumers to buy new, but I will never. I pulled this window regulator
assembly out and seen it first hand While driving, my brother in law put down his window and it
would not go back up. This was in the the summer. I had it fixed and the same problem
happened with another window only a few months later. I have not yet fixed this as the first was
so damn expensive. I have taped up the window but it leaks when it rains, the windows always
fog, it's cold during the winter, and I'm afraid to park my car anywhere because it would be so
easy to break into. I have had to lock all the windows and not allow anyone to put them down for
fear of another one breaking. This is a bitch to deal with and I'd love to smash the windows of
whoever decided this was not worth fixing and see how they like not having a window. This car
when new was wonderful. When we drove the Bonny, loved it. It handled like a cat, was smooth,
quiet. At almost K, its still a smooth, fun car to drive, BUT the windows, I've had two fixed, yes
both rear. Also the intake manifold gasket problem at miles too. Other than that, its been a
superb vehicle. Still love it, but it hasn't been the ultra reliable GM. Despite the windows, I'd buy
another Bonneville if she was still being produced. Both rear windows dropped like everyone
else on here. I got some off a auto parts store, not factory, but they seem to be better than
factory ones because my windows are still up. I replaced them myself, so saved the money on
labor. When I got into the door, I realized the window motors had been replaced before. Piece of
crap parts. I keep them locked so they will last hopefully, passengers don't like it but it costs a
fortune. Also my passenger side front window imploded while I was driving, very strange. My
drivers side front window makes a weird noise when it goes up and down, I'm sure we all have
the same problems. Don't really want to replace the motor, so I will probably just trade it in on
another vehicle- temporarily fixed with some shims. That was the first window to stop working.
Today the passenger window stopped working. My 93 bonneville has , miles and everything still
works. Had the trans changed at , and had no problems since. It still has the original head
lights. Why can't they build them like that anymore. I am looking at fords now and I have always
been a GM person. The back left window dropped down right at the hottest part of the summer. I
had a temporary fix with a wedge of wood. The regulator broke on 3 windows and the motor
stopped working on driver window. But this summer Aug I had to have electrical work done to
fix the computer because I couldn't work any of the windows from the panel even with
replacement regulators and motor. I love the power and ride of my car but all of these

inconveniences makes it hard to stomach because GM knows that there are problems in model
and that's why they stopped making them. I called around and bought the motor and regulator i
think it is called that for only about at a junk yard. I too have had problems with the right rear
window. I was sitting in the car when I heard a thud and didn't realize what had happened until I
started driving and heard the wind noise. Obviously, the window wouldn't go up and I've
experienced the very costly repair. After reading all these reviews, I'm waiting for the left rear
window to go. To date, both rear windows dropped, now have rubber door stop holding them
up. The sunroof , screw it, I tilted it to close it - side hinge broke. Fuel gauge, that would be or
more, screw it - I keep track. Have spent more damn money trying to fix front end vibration, new
tires X3, transaxle, wheel bearing, front end alignment, now just drive it as is. Fog lamp on
passenger side replaced 3X, goes out whenever. Can't believe it. This is my 3rd and final
Bonneville. I have written to Gm and told them to kiss my butt never buying their product again.
Because of a faulty design with the power windows on my Pontiac, the rear windows dropped
and stopped working. I contacted Pontiac and they told me that they have not received enough
complaints to warrant a recall for this problem. I am asking all of you out there to get on the
Pontiac web site and file a formal complaint. There are strength in numbers and we need to let
Pontiac know that they should be responsible for putting out a faulty product. I have clamped
the other 3 shut by removing the door panel,raising window assembly all the way up,holding
them in place with 2 radiator hose clamps. Works very well. The right rear window just fell down
on my way to work in May of this year. Then about a month ago the left rear window fell down.
We've tried to keep it up with wedges and tape but nothing has worked. We may get them fixed,
maybe not. But we will definitely be trading off the car. Overnight the driver-side rear window
fell open while parked in the driveway. We decided to not f
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ix the problem but the dealer said it would cost as much to jam the window shut as to fix it. We
used clear package sealing tape to hold the wiondow shut. If you have a for-profit service,
contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 13 reports replace whole unit and motor 11
reports get rid of my Pontiac 4 reports had the unit repaired - plastic gear had given out 3
reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email
this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Bonneville problem yet. Be
the first! Find a good Pontiac mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your
zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Had to replace 3 of the 4
power window and motor assemblies. Search CarComplaints. Dex-Cool lawsuit intake gasket
leak engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint defect
Bonneville recall. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

